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INTRODUCTION

from the

CHA IR

DEA R REA DERS,
The European Crime Prevention
Award (ECPA) is mature enough to be
one of certain milestones for crime
prevention in Europe. Already for 20
years colleagues all over Europe are
looking for their best practice project of
crime prevention within the theme
chosen by the current Presidency of
European Crime Prevention Network
(EUCPN). It is an honour to state that
each year, 2/3 of the EU Member States
enter their projects to the ECPA. Which
indicates that we share experiences of
crime prevention among the majority of
the Member States, on the topic of the
ECPA on this respective year.
I invite all the colleagues working with
crime prevention in Europe to send in
their nominated project every year.
Because the participation to the ECPA is
a true learning process and inspiration
for the nominee itself and for the
others. It is a recognition to the project
and its team. The ECPA is unique
because it enables projects which have
just started or even already finished
their activities to participate. Through
that it offers the ground for exchange of
experiences among practitioners.
You might wonder: why to have a
historical overview of the ECPA?
Because of getting the feedback to the

ECPA and to see the impact that the
prize had for the several winners of the
ECPA over the years. This brochure?s
modest ambition is to act as an inclusive
document that looks back on the history
and evolution of the ECPA, from its
origin in 1997 until now. This booklet is
a second edition. First was done in 2010
by the Belgian Presidency of EU and in
cooperation
with
the
EUCPN
Secretariat. This edition uses some
parts of the first edition, for example the
historical overview.
The brochure consists of 4 parts. At first
there is detailed description of the
historical overview of the ECPA, in
which we make a detailed analysis of all
the aspects that have shaped the
development of the award. The second
chapter gives an overview of the
evolution of all projects that have won
the ECPA. We start with a description of
the project, followed by its evolution.
Evolution of the projects until 2009 are
in the brochure with the update from
the year 2010. As in 2010, the first
overview of the ECPA projects was
made and in preparing the second
edition we agreed to focus to get an
overview of the recent projects,
nominated to ECPA since 2010. This
edition also contains the graphical

overview of the participating and the
winning Member States, all listed on
yearly bases.
In 2012 the system of the evaluation
and the prizes was altered by the
EUCPN. Since then not only the winner
gets an award, but the prize of 20 000
EUR was divided between three
winners: first prize 10 000 EUR, second
prize 5000 EUR and third prize 5000
EUR. The overview of the projects since
2012 contains information about the
2nd and 3rd place projects, not just the
winners of the ECPA.
Finally, I would like to express my
gratitude to the EUCPN colleagues, who
have carried on in finding, selecting and
evaluating the best ECPA nominations
of their country. Moreover for being a
mentor for the project leaders and team
during the selection process and whilst
presenting the project on the Best
Practice Conference in December. We
have done a great job! Secondly, but not
less important - we wouldn?t have the
ECPA continuing if there wouldn´t be
any new innovations, any new initiatives
sent to the ECPA. Europe is full of clever
minds and bright ideas, let this last
forever.

A NU LEPS
EUCPN CHAIR
DECEMBER 2017
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THE EUROPEA N CRIM E PREV ENTION AW A RD

A HISTORICA L OV ERV IEW
THE HEIN ROETHOF PRIZE: THE ORIGIN OF THE
ECPA
The European Crime Prevention Award (ECPA) is a
contest which aims to reward the best European crime
prevention project. The ECPA is the result of the
international expansion of the Hein Roethof Prize, which
was originally a Dutch concept. The Hein Roethof Prize
was established in 1986 by the Dutch Ministry of Justice
and aims to give national reputation to the most
successful and innovative crime prevention initiatives. It
was the Dutch extension of the
development of a new crime
prevention policy in Western
Europe in the eighties. That
development happened against
the background of the neoliberal
reforms of the welfare state as a
result of the economic crisis of
the
seventies.
The
social,
economic
and
political
developments are in fact the
leitmotiv in the development of
the prevention policy. Though
they cannot be considered
independently.

example, he advanced the development of functional
supervision, critically X-raying town and country
planning for its susceptibility for vandalism and
strengthening the bond of the youth with society as the
three primary policy domains. Together with the
commission that he presided, he broke fresh ground by
viewing the approach to crime and insecurity as larger
than merely police and justice work. But to also give local
authorities an active and leading role. His name will be
linked forever with the modern prevention views in the
Netherlands.
The purpose of the Hein Roethof
Prize is to stimulate the creation
and implementation of new
initiatives that bear witness of
original and creative insights
concerning crime prevention. In
that way the good practices that
had proven their success on the
field were awarded. That was, and
in fact still, is a cost-effective
instrument to effectively and
efficiently spread good prevention
ideas
from
other
cities,
municipalities or organizations
that were faced with similar
(crime) prevention problems.

The Hein Roethof Prize was
named after the former president
of the Petty Crime Commission of
The winning initiative is awarded a
the Dutch parliament. The
financial sum. The condition for
contributions for
the first
getting the prize money was, and
prevention prize in 1987 showed
still is, that the winning amount
that his principles ? as they were
should be invested in the project
CCV Centre for crime prevention and security (NL)
put down in the Society and
itself. Each project or initiative
Crime policy plan ? had exceedingly
which aims to prevent and reduce
entered the prevention practice. That promptly inspired
crime could, and still can, participate, irrespective of
the jury to rename it ? without his knowledge ? to the
their origin (local authorities, the police, educational
Hein Roethof Prize. In a time when crime was still a
institutions, community groups, sports clubs, youth
taboo subject Hein Roethof went against the grain by
organisations, business community, probation service,
taking up unexpected and renewing points of view. For
neighbourhood watch schemes, parish councils, public
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transport operators, voluntary organisations/groups? ).
The idea of a Dutch prevention award was dead on
target and became the origin of the European Crime
Prevention Award (ECPA). The first step was taken in
1994 when the Hein Roethof Prize was first opened for
Belgian prevention initiatives. The Netherlands wanted
that extension to realize collaboration in crime
prevention. The result was the exchange of knowhow
and ideas for approaching crime phenomena.

THE HEIN ROETHOF PRIZE: THE ENTRANCE OF
BELGIUM
The Dutch-Belgian collaboration was not a coincidence.
At the end of the eighties and the beginning of the
nineties the crime prevention policy field developed a
new philosophy, spurred by the Home Affairs Ministers
at that time. The first steps were taken towards a wider
security policy, of which prevention was an essential link.
The road towards an integral and integrated security
policy was thus taken. In fact, the collaboration between
both countries within the framework of the Hein
Roethof Prize resulted in the enrichment of the
prevention (and security) policy by exchanging good
ideas and practices.
Belgium won the first year (1994) with the From street to
football project of Ghent. The next year it went to the
Netherlands with Amsterdam?s Westerpark site for
reporting drug-related nuisance. In 1996 two winners were
chosen, one Belgian ?How about Housein Halen? and one
Dutch initiative ?Haarlem?s project From mess to
masterpiece.
Within the framework of the further development of the
Hein Roethof Prize, 1996 was an exceptional year. There
was grief because of the parting of Hein Roethof, who
died at the age of 74. The Hein Roethof Prevention Prize
was also for the last time organized by the duo
Netherlands-Belgium and became in 1997 again an
exclusively Dutch prize. That year Belgium also
organized its first Belgian Prize for Security and Crime
Prevention. That separation caused ? it sounds like a
contradiction ? a new dynamic with (and opportunities
for) stronger and new cooperation between the
Netherlands, Belgium and other countries of the
European Union, starting with the United Kingdom.
1997 was officially the year of the first ?albeit modest ?
European Crime Prevention Award, also announced as
the European Roethof Prevention Award.

THE EUROPEAN CRIME PREVENTION AWARD IS
BORN
The integration of the UK in the ECPA in 1997 is not a
coincidence. During 1997 an integrated prevention
model was developed, in which both situational and
technical prevention at one side and urban and social
innovation on the other side were connected with one
another. This new philosophy is considered to have a
great impact on the prevention policy to this day in all
European countries.
The implementation of the first ECPA was necessary
because European Member States did not support each
other well enough in their search for new ways to
prevent recurrent crime. Especially the need for a better
exchange of information about what works, what does
not work and at what price, was essential. The
organization of the European Crime Prevention Award
aimed to innovate efficient and effective methods to
prevent pressing crime phenomena. Indeed, crime does
not escape the fast economic, social and technological
changes in our society during the past few decades. That
not only caused new modi operandi of recurrent crime
phenomena, but also new crime forms. The issue of
itinerant crime groups and cybercrime are two of the
most obvious examples. That necessitated close
cross-border cooperation, at police and at justice levels,
but above all a collaboration between all actors active in
the field of crime prevention.
The extension of the Belgian-Dutch cooperation with the
United Kingdom was therefore received with much
enthusiasm and was essential in the further development
of a European prevention policy. The UK was considered
the forerunner in crime prevention because of their
theoretical knowledge and well-developed, positively
evaluated crime prevention initiatives. The concept of
repeated victimization prevention and the training
programmes for parents in vulnerable neighbourhoods
are concrete examples of the strong influence of the UK
on the Netherlands and Belgium.
It was therefore no surprise that the United Kingdom
won the first Prevention Award with their Domestic
Violence Linkline initiative as the best of the 15
participating initiatives. Every country entered five of its
best prevention initiatives, which were gathered and
described in the first official edition ?Celebrating
prevention. European Crime Prevention Award 1997?.
The first step towards a broader European partnership
was made.

THE EUROPEA N CRIM E PREV ENTION AW A RD
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FROM ECPA TO A BROADER CRIME PREVENTION
COOPERATION
During the presentation of the first ECPA the Dutch
Minister of Justice gave incentives for elaborating
broader European cooperation by introducing the idea of
a European crime prevention exchange programme. In
the spring of 1998 (30th March till 2nd April 1998) this
was already a fact, in that all representatives of the
fifteen ECPA initiatives were invited to visit more than
twenty prevention initiatives in the Netherlands. During
the final plenary meeting this exchange programme was
regarded as highly positive by all participants. It inspired
the visiting initiative leaders to introduce new ideas in to
their projects. That was the first ?Best Practice
Conference?, before the term was even coined!
In 1998 the same ECPA concept was maintained, with
this difference that Sweden also sent five of its best
projects for crime prevention. The ECPA format was not
fixed and it changed during the years as more countries
participated. In 1999 every country contributed three
initiatives, in 2000 two initiatives, until 2001, when
every country entered its best initiative. The tradition of
a national prevention award was then well established in
most of the participating countries. Just like the
Eurovision Song Contest the winner of the previous year
acted as the host country for the distribution of the
prevention prize in the next year. That changed later in
2004,
with
the
reorientation of the ECPA
to the country that takes
care of the Presidency of
the Council
at
that
moment.
During
their
first
participation
in
1998
Sweden already hit the
mark with their initiative
Rinkeby School: Prevention of
mobbing at school. The
ECPA stayed between
1999-2001 in the Low
Countries. Ghent won for
Belgium in 1999 with the
project Locks plan and lock
and light plan ? Projects to reduce crime in the suburban
district of Ghent and Bruges won in 2001 with its Graffiti
project. Amsterdam won for The Netherlands in 2000
with the project Moroccan community fathers project. In
2000 the European prevention club was enlarged with
Denmark and France. In 2002 another three countries,
Finland, Greece and Poland joined so that nine countries
competed for the Award. Eventually it was Denmark that
saw its third participation rewarded. The project of
Copenhagen Integration in the borough of inner Norrebro

was chosen as the most favourite by the ECPA jury.

THE START OF EUCPN
The development of the ECPA got in a rapid, after the
establishment of the European Crime Prevention
Network (EUCPN) in 2001. This network not only
ensured that the number of Member States participating
increased, but that this award took a more concrete
shape.
This rapid is attribute to the Communication from the
Commission to the Council and the European
Parliament: The prevention of crime in the European
Union. Reflection on common guidelines and proposals
for Community financial support of November 2000.
This Communication led to on the one hand the
Hippocrates (and later AGIS) Programme and on the
other hand the establishment of EUCPN.
The ECPA received of the European Commission a large
financial injection through the Hippocrates programme
and AGIS programme. The Hippocrates programme,
which ran in 2001 and 2002, aimed at encouraging
co-operation between all the public and private
organisations in the Member States involved in crime
prevention financially. The AGIS programme ran from
2003 to 2006 and replaced the Hippocrates Programme.
The purpose of this programme was to support legal
practitioners,
law
enforcement officials and
representatives of victim
assistance services from
the EU Member States and
Candidate
Countries
financially to create Europe
wide networks, as well as to
exchange information and
best practices. In the past
crime prevention policies in
the EU had been limited to
the prevention of organized
crime, until the Amsterdam
Treaty came into force in
May 1999. Article 29 of this
Treaty gave not only the
legal basis for crime prevention at EU level but also
enlarged the scope from organized to other crime forms.
The importance of effective crime prevention policies in
the EU was confirmed by the European Council of
Tampere in October 1999.
These impulses of the European Commission yielded
concrete results with the establishment of the EUCPN in
2001 and the integration of the ECPA herein from 2004.
The organization of the ECPA of 2002 in Belgium and
6

2003 in Denmark was co-financed by respectively the
Hippocrates Programme and the AGIS Programme. This
made it possible to link the presentation of the best
practices with a one day seminar, which contained an
in-depth discussion on the dissemination of best
practices and the implementation and evaluation of the
participating projects to prevent the phenomena youth
crime, urban crime and drugs related crime. The same
concept was withheld in 2003 with a seminar that
focused on the methodologies used in crime prevention
projects and their evaluation and implementation. Both
seminars were the forerunners of the Best Practices
Conference.
The EUCPN was established by the Council of the
European Union by the Council Framework Decision of
18 May 2001 (2001/427/JHA). This Decision was
repeated by Council Decision 2009/902/JHA setting up
an European Crime Prevention Network (EUCPN) and
repealing
Decision
2001/427/JHA.
On one side article 2 of the
Decision clearly defines the
purpose of the EUCPN:
?The
Network
shall
contribute to developing
the various aspects of
crime prevention at the
Union level, taking account
of the European Union
crime preventive strategy,
and shall support crime
prevention activities at the
national and local level.?
On the other side it
describes the concept of
crime prevention:
?Crime prevention shall cover all measures that are
intended to reduce or otherwise contribute to reducing
crime and citizens' feeling of insecurity, both
quantitatively and qualitatively, either through directly
deterring criminal activities or through policies and
actions designed to reduce the potential for crime and
the causes of crime. It includes work of government,
competent authorities, criminal justice agencies, local
authorities and the specialist associations they have set
up in Europe, the private and voluntary sectors,
researchers and the public, supported by the media?.

ECPA AND EUCPN: THE BEGINNING
The EUCPN gave a new zest to the European Crime
Prevention Award (ECPA), brought an important (small
r)evolution in the European prevention policy and is the
basis for the European collaboration at crime prevention
level as found today.
The Member States of the EUCPN had the intention to
formally integrate the ECPA in their program and make it
a yearly activity of the Network. Unfortunately, that was
not initially withheld. In 2002 the ECPA was not an
official EUCPN activity. However, in order to get all the
national
representatives acquainted
with
the
ECPA-event in Bruges, the first link between the ECPA
and the Best Practice Conference (BPC), that once a year
in the autumn is arranged by the Presidency of the
Council, was made. Thanks to the Danish Presidency that
moved the National Representatives meeting to
Belgium. The link was also
not yet made in 2003. The
ECPA
was
held
in
Copenhagen
(Denmark)
the
Best
Practice
Conference (BPC) ?Good
Practices
in
Crime
Prevention in the Member
States? was held in Rome
(Italy) on 11th and 12th
November 2003. The BPC
represented a further
important step in building
up an EU-wide body of
good prevention practices.
The
topics
of
the
conference were vehicle
theft/ car theft, commercial
robbery and actions of social integration for young
immigrant offenders in order to prevent further
delinquency.
Portugal won that year?s Award with the project Quinta
da Princesa?s Neighbourhood Tutors. That project was the
best of 11 participating countries, including new
members Estonia, Hungary and Italy. Although the ECPA
did not yet focus on a specific crime phenomenon, the
majority of the projects were related to the combating of
social nuisance and crime committed by youngsters.

ECPA AND BPC: A BEAUTIFUL MARRIAGE
Since 2004 the link between the ECPA and the BPC was
officially made. From then on both the BPC and the
ECPA are organized by the Presidency of the Council and
revolve around the same specific theme. The subject
chosen by the Presidency should reflect the priorities of
7

the EUCPN Work Programme and should be presented
to the Board in advance. The objective of the BPC is to
develop various aspects of crime prevention at Union
level and in the Member States by
-

-

Exchanging knowledge and good practices within
the crime prevention field
Facilitating the exchange of views and
experiences between participants
Giving participants of the conference the
opportunity to network and develop contacts at
different levels
Gathering crime prevention knowledge and
disseminating it.

In the past the Member States worked intensively to
exchange and gather knowledge and good practices on
themes as prevention of nuisance and crime committed
by youngsters; alcohol and drug related violence, crime
and disorder; prevention of domestic violence; violent
crime on the streets; crime in urban areas; crime and
victimization among children and young people and
other interesting phenomena. Those meetings give the
participants the possibility to facilitate the exchange of
views and experience and most importantly the
opportunity to network and
develop contacts at all levels.
EUCPN designed rules and
procedures for awarding and
presenting the European Crime
Prevention Award and gave it
therefore a formal structure.
The ECPA is thus open to all
European Union Member States
and any project, initiative or
package of measures, that can
originate from, for example: local
authorities,
the
police,
educational institutions, community groups, sports clubs,
youth organisations, business community, probation
service, neighbourhood watch schemes, parish councils,
public
transport
operators,
voluntary
organisations/groups and is intended to acknowledge
the project that has given the largest contribution on the
basis of 5 criteria:
-

-

The project shall focus on prevention and/or
reduction of everyday crime and fear of crime
within the theme selected by the organising
Member State and agreed by the National
Representatives of the EUCPN
The project shall have been evaluated and have
achieved most or all of its objectives
The project shall, as far as possible, be innovative,
involving new methods or new approaches
The project shall be based on co-operation
between partners, where possible

-

The project shall be capable of replication by
organisations and groups in other Member States

The jury is composed of up to eight members - no more
than two per Member State. These members are the
National Representatives of the current EU presidency,
the former EU presidency and the two incoming EU
presidencies. The organization of the ECPA is carried out
by the Member State that stands in for the financing of
the event, the trophy and the prize money of 20.000
euro.
Those new impulses ensured that the ECPA, that started
with a modest participant field, has developed into a
renowned prizes where until 2010 twenty-three
different Member States have taken part in.

THE ECPA-NEW-STYLE
In 2004 the new-style ECPA was organized by the
President of the Council of the European Union in the
second half of that year, which was the Netherlands at
that time. Eleven European countries (Belgium, the
Czech Republic, Cyprus, Denmark, Finland, France, The
Netherlands, Slovakia, Spain, Sweden and the United
Kingdom) entered their best
initiative
on
domestic
violence, juvenile offenders
and
public-private
collaboration. The United
Kingdom won the ECPA for
the second time ? just like
Belgium at that time ? with
the city of Birmingham?s The
Safer
Neighbourhood
Programme initiative.
The next two years the
Netherlands and Denmark
won their second European
Crime Prevention Award. In 2005 the city of Utrecht
won in London (UK) the award for the initiative Tackling
safety and quality of life at Hoog Catharijne and the Station
District. That initiative was chosen from 10 good
European practices ? among Germany for the first time ?
within the framework of the main theme ?Violent Crime
on the Streets?.
In 2006 Hämeenlinna (Finland) was the host city for the
ECPA event, its theme being ?Prevention of Alcohol and
Drug Related Violence, Crime and Disorder?.The Danish
city of Ringsted won the award with its Ringsted
Experiment from the 12 other participating Member
States of the European Union, among Lithuania for the
first time.
In Lissabon, Portugal, the number of participating
countries reached its summit, where 15 countries
8

?battled? for the ECPA 2007, of which the theme was
?prevention of domestic violence?. The winner was the
city of Malmö with its Integrated Domestic Violence
Programme in Malmö. It thus was the second time in the
history of the ECPA that the best European initiative
came from Sweden.
With its Mopping up Dodge initiative the city of Preston
won in 2008 the third victory for the United Kingdom.
Paris was the setting for this ECPA edition, which
focussed on ?prevention and crime in urban context?.
The ECPA 2009 event was held in Stockholm, that had as
its main theme ? just like the Best Practice Conference ?
?crime and victimization prevention
among children and youngsters?.
Finland won the award with its KiVa
Koulu anti-bullying programme. There
were as many as 17 European
Member States participating, the
absolute record until then.
In 2010 the European Crime
Prevention Award entered Brussels.
The theme, chosen by the trio
presidency Spain, Belgium and
Hungary, was ?a secure home in a safe
community
through prevention,
community policing and restoration?.
Again
17
Member
States
participated, including Bulgaria for
the first time. Poland won that year
with their project Safe Senior.

THE ECPA'S LATEST DEVELOPMENTS
One of the changes that occurred between 2010 and
2017 was a modification of the evaluation form for the
ECPA projects. Another development is that, although
the total prize money remained the same (20 000 euro),
since 2012 it gets divided between the first three places
of the contest. The first place wins 10 000 euro and the
second and third place each 5000 euro. Furthermore, as
can be read in the Multi-Annual Strategy 2016-2020, the
EUCPN started to follow the EU priorities. This implies
that the trio presidency now will choose one EU priority
to work on during 18 months, each presidency within the
trio will then translate this priority to local national
needs. It is assumed that this will also have an impact on
the selected theme for the ECPA.
Since 2010 the number of participating Member States
kept fluctuating. The lowest number was in 2011 when
17 Member States submitted a project, the highest was
in 2012 with 22 competing Member States. 27 Member
States have entered the competition so far, with Sweden

holding the record with 20 entries. Denmark has been
recognised the most, with 4 awards on the counter.
In 2011 the ECPA was organised by the Polish
Presidency with as theme ?sport, science and art in the
prevention of crime among children and youth?. 17
Member States contributed a project and Germany won
with fairplayer.manual/fairplayer.sport. The Danish project
Your police officer won the following year. Cyprus was the
setting for this edition, which focused on ?Community
Policing as a tool for crime prevention, related to
burglaries, domestic violence and juvenile delinquency?.
No less than 22 countries participated. In 2013 the ECPA

was held in Lithuania where Sweden won with the
project Relationship violence center (RVC). It was
evaluated the best of 18 Member States projects in the
theme ?Prevention in domestic violence?. In 2014 the
ECPA went once more to Denmark with the good
practice HopeNow - empowering trafficked people. 20
countries took part in Italy where the theme was
?Prevention in trafficking in human beings?.The next year
again 20 Member States entered the contest in
Luxembourg around the subject ?Cybercrime?. The
Netherlands were granted the ECPA for their project
SME Cybersecure, Cybersecurity Business Edition. In 2016
the ECPA was held in Slovakia and had as theme
?Prevention of crimes committed on elderly people?. The
Czech initiative Senior academy was selected from 19
initiatives.
2017 marked 20 years of the ECPA and that was
celebrated in Tallinn, Estonia. ?Cyber Safety?was chosen
as theme by the Presidency and 18 countries have send
their best project. Estonia won with their project The
cyber defence field of study at Põltsamaa Coeducational
Gymnasium.
Congratulations to all participating countries for their
good practices.
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EVOLUTION OF W INNING PROJECTS

E uropean C rime P revention A wards

1997-2017

" The Eur opean Cr i me
Pr event i on A w ar d has
become a qual i t y mar k f or
cr i me pr event i on i n Eur ope.
"

A NU LEPS
CHAIR EUCPN
2017
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N ORWICH D OMESTIC VIOLENCE LINKLINE

1997

UNITED KINGDOM

PROBLEM?
Linkline, set up by the Norfolk Constabulary and the
Norwich City Council, intended to benefit all victims of
domestic violence, irrespective of age or sex, and most
specific those who suffered repeat attacks. That
phenomenon was an ambiguous problem. People were
reluctant to report and if they did, their complaints were
often not properly dealt with. One of the reasons was the
diversity of agencies victims turned to for help. The project
also benefited the local statutory agencies by giving them
an additional weapon in their fight against domestic
violence.

ANSWER TO THE PROBLEM?
The Linkline made use of a community alarm system and
mobile telephone, mainly to assist in reducing crime levels,
especially in situations of repeat victimization. The scheme
offered more flexibility to victims, to suit their
circumstances. It reassured victims that violence and the
threat of violence was taken seriously, reducing fear and
encouraging more normal way of life. Victims could remain
in their own homes, rather than seek the sanctuary of a
refuge. An added advantage was its deterring properties to
would-be offenders. Linkline also provided extra support
to the police in helping victims of domestic violence in an
appropriate manner.
In this project different local and national partners were

involved. The Community Alarm Service of Norwich City
Council ? which assists elderly or vulnerable people agreed
to allow their facilities to be used and offered the
necessary equipment. A device was fitted to the
householder?s telephone which could be activated by
pressing an alarm button or a panic button on a pendant
worn around the neck. This alerted the control room and
allows the operator to communicate with the householder
and where (s)he dialed ?999?, contacting police
headquarters. In the meantime, the operator could hear
everything that was happening at the address. The whole
incident is recorded.
The Norwich Opposing Violence Against Women Forum ?
where a number of help agencies are combined ? also
supported the scheme en bloc.

PROJECT UPDATE (2010)
The Norwich Linkline still exists in its original form. It helps
people who suffer from domestic violence to regain
control, rebuild their confidence, consider the options
available and make decisions for themselves and their
family. Concrete Linkline is a support service for residents
within the city of Norwich, but there are similar services
managed for residents outside of Norwich. The project can
provide equipment that enables the victims to get
emergency help if they are being threatened with violence
and/or abuse in their home, 24-hours a day, 365 days a
year.
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RINKEBYSKOLAN: PREVENTING M OBBING AT SCHOOL

1998

SW EDEN

PROBLEM?
Back in the early 1990s, Rinkeby School; located in one of the
poorest areas of Stockholm and home to a melting pot of
cultures,
resembled
a
war
zone.
Plagued by rampant truancy, graffiti-riddled hallways and
children in perpetual fear, the school ranked near the bottom
of all education benchmarks. Traditional solutions had tried
and failed to rectify the situation. Rinkeby found itself with
little demand for its services and was fast heading towards
being
closed
down
by
politicians.
It was at that moment that the new Headmaster stepped in,
quickly realizing that one man alone could not reverse the
fortunes of an entire school and community. His first move
was to call a meeting of all parents to determine which future
they wanted for their children. He found that parents had a
clear desire for a better life for their children and genuinely
valued education.

ANSWER TO THE PROBLEM?
The Rinkeby School has a holistic view on teaching and a
creative use of the available resources. The goal is to motivate
students towards higher aspirations.
-

-

Parents and students were tasked with cleaning up
graffiti and improving the school environment to
install a sense of pride and personal responsibility. The
money saved on janitors and technicians was then
channelled into the services that parents wanted most
for their children
The new headmaster saw the cultural diversity as a

-

means to expand the learning potential. Children were
expected to be fluent in at least three languages not
just to succeed in the multi-cultural community, but
also to better prepare them for the world that awaits
once they graduate
In addition, the headmaster has involved the local
community as well, including visits to businesses and
organizations where students can learn and make
connections with others in society. Partnerships have
been established with 300 companies as well as
formalized collaboration with 14 universities

PROJECT UPDATE (2010)
Since the project won the ECPA award, a lot of work has been
done. Every year, the Rinkeby school receives about 50
international visits from people with an interest in their work
method. Activities are based upon a holistic point of view on
how to prevent crime, mobbing and harassment, but they have
also moved towards a deeper focus on language and
communication. Among other recognitions, the school was
awarded the European Label, an educational award, for its
work against mobbing, violence and harassment.
The award mustered much attention for the school and its
holistic point of view on the use of resources and on teaching.
The award has also led to an international exchange of
knowledge and the headmaster of the school has held lectures
in all the Nordic countries, Germany, Switzerland, as well as in
the US and the UK, among others. The money helped build a
school library and paid for lecturers that were experts on
preventing mobbing in schools.
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GHENT LOCKS PLAN AND LOCK AND LIGHTING PLAN

1999

BELGIUM

PROBLEM?
?Nieuw-Gent? was a typical post-war high-rise
neighbourhood in the city of Ghent with social housing in
the lowest price category that had a very unattractive
appearance: hundreds of small studios, monotonous grey
architecture, little social life, decay and insecurity, poverty
and social disadvantage. The neighbourhood was also seen
as the problem area of Ghent, with many (attempted)
burglaries, vandalism, drug abuse and bicycle thefts.
The Ghent community workers found the main cause of
the problems after talks with the residents: the poorly
working locks in the high-rise buildings, which made the
main entrance of the buildings an ?unlocked?paradise for
drug dealers and the homeless. This provoked a large
feeling of insecurity in the high-rise buildings.
ANSWER TO THE PROBLEM?
The project ?Locks Plan and Lock and Lighting plan? was
created to tackle the security and life quality problems in
Nieuw-Gent?. The project provided a good mix of resident
participation, solution-oriented acting and network
development. The quality of life in the neighbourhood was
tackled with a proper balance between techno preventive
measures, an upgrade of the living environment and a
series of social measures.
A plan was developed to provide new locks and matching
keys for six high-rise buildings. Together with the social
housing department and the techno preventive advisors of
the police, a system of registered key management and
user accessibility was developed and implemented. Only

certain users were given access to certain parts of the
high-rise buildings. All front door locks of the apartments
and entrance halls were replaced, vandalism-resistant
entrance doors were installed, emergency exits were
secured in a better way, better lighting was installed,? .
The locks plan in the buildings also lead the city council and
the housing department to take care of the surrounding
area of the buildings. They installed playgrounds, seating
benches, garbage cans, etc. The crime figures dropped
immediately and the feeling of security improved. Because
of this the neighbourhood was able to shake off the image
of being a ?problem neighbourhood? in a relatively short
time.
PROJECT UPDATE (2010)
The project still exists today but is not actively being
worked on anymore. A number of the measures that were
taken in the past (like access doors and emergency exists)
are now due for replacement.
A new group of resident volunteers grew from this project,
who regularly organized events for the neighbourhood.
From this volunteer movement grew a number of other
projects, like a social restaurant and projects on garbage
management, bicycle vaults and neighbourhood barbecues.
Winning the ECPA has given the project (and the projects
that grew from it) a lot of name recognition, appreciation
and a good image. The prize money was invested into new
projects and used for the foundation of a neighbourhood
fund (= interest-free loans for residents/volunteers in
temporary financial trouble).
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AMSTERDAM : M OROCCAN N EIGHBOURHOOD FATHERS

2000

THE NETHERLANDS

PROBLEM?
On 23th April 1998 the Amsterdam neighbourhood of
Slotervaart/Overtoomse Veld was the scene of a major
struggle between Moroccan youth and the police. In the
weeks following the incident the neighbourhood was often
portrayed as a ?no-go area? in the media.
Moroccan residents of the neighbourhood and parents felt
personally offended by the reports that they were falling
short in the education of their children.

ANSWER TO THE PROBLEM?
A small group of Moroccan fathers of the Al Mawadda
foundation proposed the police and neighbourhood
council to watch over the neighbourhoods during the
evenings in small groups, so that they could hold the
children accountable for any misconduct. Apart from
patrolling the neighbourhood, the fathers also kept a good
contact between the residents, the police, the justice
department and the youths. The latter were, at first,
sceptical towards the neighbourhood fathers, but this
improved over time.
The initiative had a positive effect on the social control,
quality of life and security in the neighbourhood. Because
car wrecks, wrecked street furniture, graffiti, potholes in
the road and other nuisances were reported to the
competent authorities by the neighbourhood fathers;
social nuisances decreased rapidly. Other neighbourhoods
that were dealing with a displacement effect because of
the project were also tackled by the neighbourhood

fathers.

PROJECT UPDATE (2010)
The neighbourhood fathers are still active in the (former)
Amsterdam neighbourhood of Slotervaart/Overtoomse
Veld, albeit to a lesser degree. The reason for this is that, in
part thanks to their efforts, crime has dropped. The second
reason is that the neighbourhood council now also deploys
street coaches, who reach out to the (Moroccan) youth.
The neighbourhood fathers are now mostly used for
special occasions and actions that require the involvement
of the Moroccan residents of the neighbourhood.
Winning the ECPA generated an overwhelming amount of
publicity. Because of the attention and the praise it was
possible to raise the project to another level. With the
awards for the initiative of the Moroccan neighbourhood
fathers at a national (Hein Roethof Prize) and international
level (European Crime Prevention Award) the sceptics in
the own community concerning this initiative dimished as
they were convinced that they could also contribute to the
solving of the problems of their own families.
The prize money of the European Crime Prevention Award
was invested in the design of a space where the Moroccan
neighbourhood fathers could gather, in new computers and
in the clothing the fathers wear on the streets.
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BRUGES: GRAFFITI PROJECT

2001

BELGIUM

PROBLEM?
In the early 90?s the graffiti phenomenon spread from its
birthplace New York to the large and smaller centre cities
of the European mainland. As a result of this Bruges too
suffered from graffiti problems since 1993, in particular
the old city centers. Not only did the graffiti cause an
impression of decay in certain neighbourhoods, but many
historic buildings with a rich heritage value were also
seriously damaged.

ANSWER TO THE PROBLEM?
To stop this development, the Bruges city council decided
to tackle the graffiti phenomenon in an integral and
integrated manner. This approach was made concrete in a
positive graffiti policy with a preventive as well as a
repressive character that focused on four aspects: the
repressive aspect, curative aspect, artistic aspect and the
aspect of creating awareness.
This project had visible results:
-

The amount of graffiti drastically reduced thanks to
the graffiti removal operations.
The city prevention service involved the graffiti
artists in its actions on graffiti.

PROJECT UPDATE
The graffiti project still exists and the policy keeps being
successful today.

Winning the ECPA was a major recognition for the project.
It bolstered the policy and project managers to continue
and to further develop the project. The ECPA also opened
some doors in the exchange of knowledge, expertise and
experience with relevant foreign partners that also work
on graffiti problems.
The prize money was spent on starting up a graffiti
non-profit organisation where the youngsters got the
chance to organize their own performances, workshops
and jams in co-production with the city. Great art projects
were developed and they also invested in the purchase of
skate materials for the design and realisation of skate
infrastructure.
Because of the decrease of the number of graffiti locations
where graffiti has been removed (872 (2012), 699 (2013)
to 335 (2014)), the policy of Bruges refocused the function
of the graffiti technician. The removal of graffiti is situated
since September 2014 at the Cleaning Services of the city.
Also the administration of graffiti takes place at the
Cleaning Services and is also supervised by the project
manager of the prevention service.
The graffiti phenomenon is no longer an isolated
phenomenon. Within the project Good Use of Public
Domain they work on a number of other phenomena
related to the good use of the public domain: graffiti, illegal
public announcements, public urinating, weeds, dog dirt
and litter. Through all kinds of actions, the focus is on a
clean public domain and respect of other people's goods.
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COPENHAGEN: CRIME PREVENTION AND INTEGRATION
IN THE BOROUGH OF I NNER NØRREBRO

2002

DENM ARK

PROBLEM?
Inner NØrrebro, one of the 15 boroughs of Copenhagen, is
a multi-ethnic residential and shopping area where in some
parts of the borough up to 40 % of the residents are
immigrants
or
refugees.
In July 1997, Inner NØrrebro became the centre of
national media?s attention when violent disturbances and
fights broke out for several days in Blågårds Plads between
young people with ethnic backgrounds and the police.
ANSWER TO THE PROBLEM?
In response to these disturbances the project ?Crime
prevention and integration in the borough of Inner
NØrrebro?was initiated. This project was an accumulation
of a great number of efforts. The involvement of several
authorities, institutions and schools was necessary, which
required a successful exchange of information,
communication and cooperation. Therefore, cooperative
forums and networks were established wherein this
cooperation was based on active, targeted and flexible
intervention.
The work method, called ?Inner NØrrebro Model?, was
characterized by its crime preventive and integration
targeted efforts developed at the following three levels:
-

-

an overall political and strategic level in the form of
an integration policy
a level of specific efforts geared towards the target
group (marginalized young people with ethnic
backgrounds) in the form of a number of projects
a interdisciplinary and organizational level by

establishing
a
network-based
cooperative
organization comprising cooperative units and
contact fora on management between the borough
and the police, and at the user level which
comprised politicians, administrations, institutions,
projects and the police
Integration ? in its most comprehensive definition - was
the keyword here. It comprised integration of innovation
and creative energies from the activist culture in the social
movements, from previous delinquent young people with
ethnic backgrounds and from the dynamic project culture
in Inner NØrrebro to increasing the effectiveness of the
efforts in relation to marginalized young people especially.
Because of this, the political and administrative system
became more open to dialogue with the local community,
including
the
young
?hoodlums?.
A study showed that the efforts made have considerably
contributed to bringing down the crime rate in Inner
NØrrebro, which was more pronounced than in
Copenhagen in general.
PROJECT UPDATE (2010)
The project still exists, although partly due to structural
changes in the municipality of Copenhagen: in 2002 the
borough of Inner NØrrebro ceased to exist as a political
and administrative unit. The street workers continued their
work, however it is more integrated in the ordinary social
work in the area. The street workers cooperate with a lot
of institutions on the local level e.g. schools, youth clubs,
crime prevention and many other partners.
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LISSABON: QUINTA DA PRINCESA?S NEIGHBOURHOOD TUTORS

2003

PORTUGAL

PROBLEM?
Quinta da Princesa is a neighbourhood in the suburbs of
Lisbon mostly inhabited by individuals from Portuguese
ex-colonies in Africa. The population is considerably young
(almost 70 % below the age of 35) and the academic and
professional qualifications are very low due to school
failure and early school leaving. The neighbourhood is
excluded from the rest of the urban centre and has a high
poverty level, unemployment rate and social deprivation.
In 2000 there was a sudden and significant increase in
juvenile delinquency - and a significant increase in fear
among citizens.
ANSWER TO THE PROBLEM?
The Portuguese government installed a national wide
project called ?Programa Escolhas" that aims to prevent
youth crime and social insertion of young offenders. One of
the 53 vulnerable neighbourhoods where the programme
is being implemented is Quinta da Princesa. A strategy to
tackle these problems was defined with the central and
local partners: two groups of individuals (16-20 and 6-15)
and their risk factors, and two different strategies were
defined, considering each group?s problems, needs,
interests
and
potentialities.
The tutor project, as part of the overall project in Quinta da
Princesa, is designed for children from 6-15 years old. Five
girls and boys from the area having positive leadership
profiles, good relations with in the area, and good Crioulo
speaking
skills
were
asked
to
be
tutors.
The 5 tutors, a social worker and a psychologist were
integrated in the educational context at the two local

schools. The purpose was to overcome the language
problem; to develop the pupils social behaviour in the 1ste
grade; to maintain the pupils in the school system in the
very difficult period after the 4th grade where the local
schools end and they have to attend another school; to
involve parents and the rest of the community in the school
activities. The tutors project has identified, from the
beginning of the intervention positive results. The failure
indicators and the number of early school leavers in the 1st
to 4th grade school seem to have diminished in the year of
the implementation of the project.
PROJECT UPDATE
The project Neigbourhood Tutors is still being
implemented. Winning the ECPA was an enormous
motivation for both the project and the programme in
general. It especially impacted the capacity to further
develop partnerships that supported the project in
reaching other goals. Following the ECPA Award, several
contacts have been established, national and
internationally. Countries like Mexico, Colombia, Sweden
or Georgia have benchmarked the project and the
Programme. Also the validation of this peer-to-peer
outreach method is now embedded in the national Choices
Program through a network of more than 100 community
engagers. These are youngsters from the communities that
are selected and trained to be positive role models in their
neighbourhoods. The money was spent on creating a
Digital Inclusion Centre in the community and supporting
activities by the youth, namely a playground for sports
activities.
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BIRMINGHAM : THE SAFER N EIGHBOURHOOD PROGRAMME

2004

UNITED KINGDOM

PROBLEM?
West Northfield, Glebe Farm, Kingstanding, Nechells and
Fox Hollies are areas in the city of Birmingham identified
as having high crime figures and characterised by
deprivation. The causes of the problems were multiple:
historical under-investment, social deprivation, problem
families and poor partnership working between the
agencies and the community.

"The ECPA prize money was
used to produce a film about the
projects and the interventions
used."
ANSWER TO THE PROBLEM?
The Birmingham Safer Neighbourhoods Programme,
commissioned from Crime Concern by the Birmingham
Community Safety Partnership, was set up in these five
areas of the city. The programme targeted the identified
priorities for each neighbourhood, which included several
offence types. Within each chosen priority, work has been
done on the situational, victim and offender aspect to
tackle the ?modus operandi?. Through the identification of
the problems, the planning, delivery and performance
management of work, the local partnership targets the key
priorities for the community using situational crime
prevention methods. The housing department, as the
programme?s lead agent, set up staff within local housing
teams to engage with communities and ensure that local

priorities were addressed. This was achieved by
establishing steering groups for all projects and
encouraging residents to take part in surveys and focus
groups. The programme, financed through the
Neighbourhood Renewal Fund, involved partner agencies
such as West Midlands Police and Environment Concern
who worked with housing to help coordinate activities in
the target areas. Activities included installing door and
window locks, property marking, organizing activities for
young people and undertaking home security surveys. In
some areas, local people were also offered training and
employment opportunities.

PROJECT UPDATE
The projects on the Safer Neighbourhood Programme
ceased when the relevant funding for it ran out. The
projects proved to be labour intensive and reliant on high
levels of resident engagement, and needed full-time
coordinators. However, some of the projects continued
under Birmingham City Council?s local management
arrangements. Winning the ECPA was a great recognition
for the project, also abroad. The ECPA prize money was
used to produce a film about the projects and the
interventions used, which was distributed on DVD to all
stakeholders. The project rouse interest and has inspired
other countries of the European Union in the treatment of
similar problems.
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UTRECHT: TACKLING SAFETY AND QUALITY OF LIFE AT
H OOG CATHARIJNE AND THE STATION D ISTRICT IN UTRECHT

2005

THE NETHERLANDS

PROBLEM?
?Hoog Catharijne? and the Station District in the city of
Utrecht were confronted with public nuisance and crime
committed by drug addicts and homeless people, as well as
public nuisance caused by Moroccan youth (especially
around Muslim holidays) and the threat of disasters, bomb
threats and terrorism. All these issues gave the shopping
mall and station, and by extension the entire city, a very
bad image.

ANSWER TO THE PROBLEM?
The project ?Tackling safety and quality of life?started in
March 2001 in order to reduce the problems in Utrecht.
Through a strict and social policy and intensive
public-private cooperation an entire series of measures
was implemented. These centred around the following 3
aspects: 'Care and shelter?, 'Prevention, surveillance and
enforcement? and finally ?construction, management and
maintenance?.This improved the security and the quality of
life on the one hand, and the living conditions of the drug
addicts on the other hand. A constructive collaboration
was also achieved for what concerns disaster prevention in
and around the station district and for the approach of the
nuisance caused by the youth.
The director role was in the hands of the municipality, in
particular the mayor and the area manager of the station
district. For each measure the relevant partners were
brought together. The problems were analysed in ad hoc
project groups and the measures were prepared. The

implementation was monitored on a monthly basis and the
approach was adjusted where necessary. The results and
the approach of the projects were analysed on an annual
basis.
The project achieved several concrete results, like a sharp
drop in theft and violence and the registration of a large
number of homeless drug addicts.

PROJECT UPDATE (2010)
The security approach in the Station district of Utrecht is
still active, albeit not on a project basis anymore but as a
regular working method of the cooperating parties in the
Station district.
When an end was put to the project status at the end of
2005 there was a lot of attention for guaranteeing good
project results. With a view on this, a Monitoring
arrangement was developed in which all parties engaged
themselves to continue the approach.
Winning the ECPA was seen as a reward for all partners
and as a testimony of their cooperation, perseverance and
commitment. In December 2005, two targets within the
?strict and social?criteria were chosen as the beneficiaries
of the prize money, namely a wireless mobile camera
system and a youth project aimed towards the training and
guiding of youths in the station district towards a job.
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THE RINGSTED EXPERIMENT

2006

DENM ARK

PROBLEM?
In Ringsted, following disturbing conclusions were made:
-

-

conventional prevention efforts aimed at reducing
young people?s risk behaviour through information,
scare campaigns, or education showed little, if any,
positive effect
children and young people often demonstrated
normative misperceptions about their peers? risk
behaviour. They had exaggerated beliefs about
others?smoking, use of alcohol and use of drugs

ANSWER TO THE PROBLEM?
The Ringsted Experiment was an experiment aimed to
examine whether an intervention aimed at normative
misperceptions would in fact reduce such exaggerated
beliefs, and secondly, if such reductions would impact their
actual risk behaviour. Smoking was chosen as the subject
of discussion, because smoking is a highly visible form of
risk behaviour and closely connected with the use of
alcohol and marijuana. The intervention was aimed at
children in 5th and 6th grade. A total of 374 pupils in 24
school classes participated in the experiment, divided in a
Treatment group (T-group) and a Control group (C-group).
Before the experiment, all classes filled out an extensive
questionnaire on their own risk behaviour, family and
school situation, and their beliefs about other children and
young people?s risk behaviour. These results were then
used in a 4 hour intervention ? consisted of 5 parts-,
conducted by an outside agent: a young soccer coach.
Six weeks after the intervention in each class, a small

questionnaire was distributed, showing
reductions in beliefs about smoking.

substantial

The experiment showed that targeting normative
misperceptions is very fruitful as a method of prevention,
and that projects aimed at one kind of risk behaviour has
significant ?ripple effects?: a short intervention (4 hours) ?
in which only one kind of risk behaviour was discussed ?
resulted in substantial reductions in all measured kinds of
risk behaviour, including the use of alcohol, use of
marijuana and crime. Compared with traditional
prevention strategies focusing on scare campaigns,
information and education (strategies that, when
thoroughly evaluated, show at best very limited effects),
the Ringsted approach focusing on normative
misperceptions has proven much more effective in
impacting young people?s risk behaviour. In Denmark, this
approach has gained widespread recognition, and it is
gradually replacing other, less effective strategies of
prevention.
PROJECT UPDATE
The Ringsted Project as such does not exist anymore.
However, the method used in the Ringsted project is
widespread in Denmark. It has been refined in a number of
ways and is employed by schools, police and youth workers,
targeting a number of different risk behaviours. The
recognition bestowed on the project by the ECPA prize has
played an important role in the substantial change in the
approach to prevention among children and youth over the
last years and in the continuation of the work on social
norms prevention in the years to come.
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THE INTEGRATED D OMESTIC VIOLENCE PROGRAMME IN M ALMÖ

2007

SW EDEN

PROBLEM?
When women have been subjected to assault they have a
need for: treatment for their injuries (from the healthcare
sector), reporting the assault (to the police) and supporting
counselling (from the local authority) to enable them to
break off the abusive relationship. This is however often
not the case.
ANSWER TO THE PROBLEM?
The Integrated Domestic Violence Programme is a
large-scale collaborative project run primarily by the local
authority, the police authority and the healthcare sector to
among others prevent domestic violence against women
and children, to make domestic violence visible and to
provide support to women to feel safe in reporting
violence.
The work of the programme has resulted in
1. the installation of three crisis centres in Malmö: one for
women, men and children and youths?
2. the developing of a special programme at the women?s
clinic of Malmö?s University General Hospital for
providing medical treatment in connection with sexual
assaults, a specialized clinic for honor-related violence
and a general programme to provide treatment and care
for women and children who have been physically
abused
3. a programme to influence the behavior of men convicted
of domestic violence by the prison service
4. the creation by the police of a special domestic violence
division and the introduction by the prosecution service
of special domestic violence prosecutors to encourage

more women to report violence to the police
5. a handbook in which each agency involved in the
programme describes its work

Official crime statistics showed that the project has
achieved one of its most important goals: ?making the
violence committed in intimate relationships more visible
and providing women with the support they need to feel
safe in reporting this violence?. The programme has thus
also led to more women reporting their violent
victimization.
PROJECT UPDATE
Work on the Integrated Domestic Violence Programme
has been further developed since they won the ECPA in
2007. In 2010, Concept Karin was made permanent and
now covers all ages and sexes. The model is based on the
fact that different authorities are co-located and cooperate
with the people concerned. The programme has focused on
the development of methodology and training in relation to
particularly vulnerable groups, such as the elderly, people
with disabilities and the LGBT community. A Resource
Team has been established with support for both personnel
and young people living with honour-related violence and
oppression. In order to ensure that there are sufficient
skills within the organisations, the ?Competence Centre
against domestic violence? was opened for various
professional groups in cooperation with the County
Administrative Board and other municipalities in Skåne in
2014. Children?s Healthcare Services have run a project
concerning children that experience violence. The prize
money has been used for skills development of personnel.
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PRESTON: M OPPIN UP D ODGE

2008

UNITED KINGDOM

PROBLEM?
A socially deprived neighbourhood in the east of the city of
Preston (North West of England), known locally as ?Dodge
City? has long suffered from high crime and antisocial
behaviour. It had deteriorated to the extent that in 2003 it
was placed in the top 5% of deprived communities in the
United Kingdom.
ANSWER TO THE PROBLEM?
In 2005 a project ?Mopping up Dodge? was set up,
elaborated in different phases. First, a new neighbourhood
policing team was established and using widely recognised
approaches to partnership working and an accepted
problem solving framework it completed the first two
phases, conducting high level scanning of the area followed
by a detailed analysis of the problems. Among the
objectives agreed were: to reduce all crime by 15%, reduce
the number of calls made for service by 15%, reduce the
number of empty properties by 50%, increase community
engagement
and tackle ?fear of crime?, etc.
The response or activity phase ran through 2006 using a
combination of enforcement activity, and situational and
social crime prevention approaches. This proved to be
extremely successful and all the objectives were met or
surpassed. The evaluation process began at the end of
2006
and
ran
for
twelve
months.
In quantitative terms, compared to the 2004 baseline: all
crime reduced by 57%; calls for service were reduced by
46%; and the number of empty properties was reduced by
58%. This situation has endured because of the situational
crime prevention approach adopted such as target

hardening (closing or gating various access points);
cleaning up the estate; improved lighting on houses, certain
streets and footpaths; improved fencing and the creation
of individual boundaries; introducing CCTV and modifying
public places to discourage disorderly behaviour.
Equally important were the social crime prevention
aspects aimed at redirecting potential offenders away from
the criminal justice system. A community garden has been
developed and a ?Surestart? centre providing advice to
young parents on education, childcare, health and family
support. The Community Centre offers a full range of
services for the whole community. The Residents Group
has a dedicated Community Development Officer who is
supporting the group to access external funding streams to
further improve the estate and provide activities for
children and adults.
PROJECT UPDATE (2010)
Winning the European crime prevention award confirmed
that the ?Moppin? Process was a good practice and it was
recognised at the highest level. That gave the process
immense credibility and it was established as best practise
that could be duplicated to help resolve similar problems.
The prize money have been used in three ways: provided to
the residents to further improve their area; used for
professional development of partnership staff in Preston
involved in crime prevention and community safety and
used to deliver crime prevention and community safety
messages to the young people of Preston working in
partnership with the Towns football team.
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KIVA KOULA ANTI-BULLYING PROGRAM

2009

FINLAND

PROBLEM?
Bullying is a serious problem, getting attention in Finland
since the 1990?s. Despite changes in legislation concerning
school safety and the development of anti-bullying
policies, the prevalence of students who are repeatedly
bullied by their peers or their tormentors has not
decreased in Finland during the past decade.
ANSWER TO THE PROBLEM?
The KiVa Koulu ("KiVa") program is a multifaceted,
research-based anti-bullying program that provides
schools with concrete, easily adoptable tools to reduce
bullying. The student lessons are the basis of the universal
actions in KiVa, with key issues taken up repeatedly in
Grades 1, 4 and 7 in age-appropriate ways. Different forms
of bullying (direct and indirect bullying, cyber bullying,
sexual harassment), are taken up during the student
lessons which also cover topics related to group
interaction and respectful communication more widely. A
special emphasis is on how the students witnessing
bullying, can use their potential to reduce it.
The evaluation of the KiVa-programme for Grades 4-6
(involving about 8 000 students), showed that the program
seems to be an effective method to reduce bullying, to
change the attitudes and behaviours of the witnesses into
a positive direction and to increase school well-being.
From the perspective of crime prevention, KiVa can have
both immediate and long-term impact. Some bullying fulfils
the criteria of crime (violent attacks, threats, insulting
material spread in the Internet, etc.) and KiVa has shown to

reduce these problems. Second, children committing the
bullying have a higher likelihood to end up as antisocial and
criminal youngsters. Third, the tragic school shootings,
although rare, have been shown to be preceded by
prolonged victimization by peers.
PROJECT UPDATE
After the development and evaluation period (2006-2009)
the diffusion of KiVa Koulu to Finnish comprehensive
schools began. In order to enhance the diffusion of the
program, KiVa Koulu offers all materials and training for
free for schools that start implementing KiVa during the
first two years (i.e., 2009 or 2010).
Since 2010 several new features have been developed to
the program, for instance, a yearly survey for the personnel
(in addition to student survey which already existed in
2009), a virtual, web-based training and the first KiVa-days
organized in Turku in August 2010 with more than 600
participants. Finally, a lot of high-quality research is
conducted in the project.
The winning of the ECPA was a very important
acknowledgement of the importance of the work of both
project leaders and each individual working in KiVa. It
helped them in diffusing the program into Finnish schools
and will be helpful to promote the project in other
countries. KiVa is a sought-after program: most of all
comprehensive schools in the country are registered KiVa
schools implementing the program.
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SAFE SENIOR

2010

POLAND

PROBLEM?
More and more Poland is confronted with crimes, often
fraud crimes, in which aged people are the victims. The
helplessness and loneliness of senior citizens sometimes
makes them an easy target of the criminal groups. One of
the most sever fraud crimes in Poland is the so-called
?grandson fraud?, where perpetrators call the home
number of the victim introducing themselves to be a
grandchild, nephew or niece (distorted voice) and ask for a
loan, which a good friend/colleague will come and collect.

hazards of life and health in the immediate vicinity. The
meetings were conducted by experts of the problem /
topic: psychologists, police officers, bankers, postal
workers, etc.Initially, participants in the meetings with
officers were pensioners of Polish Association of
Pensioners and the Disabled, as well as supporters of the
club Jantar.
The project was implemented in four stages:
-

ANSWER TO THE PROBLEM?
In the third quarter of 2009 the Prevention Department of
the VPH in Szczecin established a cooperation with the
Third Age University Association in Szczecin and outlined
the ?Safe Senior?Project, which aims to:
-

Increase senior citizens? awareness of their
influence on their own security
Increase the reports of senior-victim crimes by
encouraging them to contact the police
Improve the feeling of security among seniors
Familiarize senior citizens with preventions
measures
Activate the aged people to actions of effective
neighbour help
Assess the aged people?s feeling of security, their
needs and the project realisation effects

Once a week, police in cooperation with representatives of
the invited institutions, conducted a meeting with senior
citizens in carrying out thematic issues related to the

-

-

-

Stage 1 entails informational and educational
campaign on senior citizen security by holding
meetings and workshops, etc. ?
Stage 2 implies actions to increase the knowledge
on security and the motivation to report crimes to
the police by making senior citizens aware of
security principles at home, etc. ...
Stage 3 entails sum up action by working out the
projects evaluation based on polls, giving a personal
pocket alarm to workshops participants, assessing
the social and media reception of the project
Stage 4 implies the senior citizens? activation
action, where their activity and security is priority
number one

PROJECT UPDATE (2015)
A survey showed that by taking part in the project
participants improved their theoretical knowledge of the
risks - at 5,71 points, and all of its recipients (100%)
declared their willingness to participate in similar activities
in the future. It was the first time that Poland won the
ECPA and the project is still running.
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FAIRPLAYER.MANUAL

2011

/ FAIRPLAYER.SPORT

GERM ANY

and workshops for teachers, which can be offered in
individual training blocks. The main target group of
Bullying is highly prevalent in everyday life of many
fairplayer.manual are adolescents aged 11 to 15 years (as
adolescents and is related to far-reaching negative out
direct recipients of the violence prevention training) as
comes such as lower academic performance and
well as their teachers. fairplayer.sport includes the
emotional, psychological and physical
implementation of a structured
health problems. Bullying is a group
prevention training program in
process not only including direct "The project aim at promoting
soccer clubs and the option to
offenders (bullies) and their victims but social and moral skills to prevent
train the trainer and other
also assistants (e.g. holding the victim) bullying
and violence among counsellors/supervisors
in
and reinforcers (e.g.cheeringthebullies),
multi-day
workshops.
as well as defenders of the victims. The children and adolescents."
fairplayer.sport
training
programs
fairplayer.manual/
promotes social and moral skills
fairplayer.sport aim at promoting social and moral skills to
for adolescents in a playful and movement-oriented way,
prevent bullying and violence among children and
based on theories derived from developmental psychology
adolescents.
and sports science. It is easy to integrate into the regular
ANSWER TO THE PROBLEM?
training of youth teams.
PROBLEM?

The project consists of two training concepts: (1)
fairplayer.manual and (2) fairplayer.sport. Within the main
conceptual framework of ?fairplayer?, they address
different environments of adolescents (school, leisure
time, sportsclubs) and provide them with training methods
which are based on theoretical evidence, are scientifically
evaluated and are suitable for everyday use. Both program
components include
a tested
and
evaluated
implementation approach.
The program part fairplayer.manual includes different
offers. One being the prevention program which has been
carried out by specially trained staff (fairplayer.teamer) in
school classes. The other being advanced training elements

PROJECT UPDATE
The project started in 2004 and is still running. Seeking
constantly standardized feedback from adolescents and
pedagogues (teachers, sport trainers), the program has
been continuously refined after winning the prize money.
In the first evaluation studies conducted in Berlin a
significant decrease in the number of self-rated victims
was
observed
after
finishing
the
program
fairplayer.manual. According to results from the evaluation
study, the program seems to be effective concerning
cooperation, anger control and the attitude towards the
impact of winning and losing (fairplayer.sport).
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YOUR POLICE OFFICER

2012

DENM ARK

PROBLEM?
In Copenhagen the need for closer contact and cohesion
between citizens and police has grown in relation with
social developments. As seen in the identification of
disadvantaged residential areas, the emergence of gangs
and gang conflicts as well as intermittent flare-ups of
unrest and crime in certain areas, all of which make people
feel unsafe.

ANSWER TO THE PROBLEM?
The project is a working method that brings the local police
closer to the local community and vice-versa and was
implemented in the local police station of Nørrebro
(Copenhagen). The intention is to make the local police
more visible and accessible to citizens, trades-people and
local partners such as the local authority and housing
companies.
The aim of the project is to increase the safety among
citizens, tradespeople and external partners, etc. in the
police station district. This is achieved through uniformed
police on patrol, primarily on foot and bicycles. The area
has been divided into 21 sectors on the basis of relevant
analysis. Each sector has its own squad of regular local
police officers. Local citizens and business partners can
view the sectors via a link on the Copenhagen Police
website where contact details for Your Police Officer in
the form of phonenumbers and e-mail addresses are
available. In the unusual event that a phone call to a sector
is not answered, callers can leave a message. The primary

aim of the dialogue with citizen is to involve Your Police
Officer in solving problems that are not urgent or need to
be actually reported to the police. The strength of Your
Police Officer thus lies specifically in its dialogue, advice
and guidance.
Your Police Officer is an important element of the SSP
collaboration (Schools, Social Services and Police) and
plays an important role in interacting with maladjusted
children and young people, especially in disadvantaged
areas. Regular visits to youth clubs and drop-in centers
enable police officers participating in the project to forge
relations with youth and become acknowledged as figures
of authority who can discuss a range of issues with them.
What this slightly untraditional form of police work
achieves among young people is greater trust in the police
and the willingness to engage in daily dialogue about
appropriate behavior.

PROJECT UPDATE
The local police station of Nørrebro (Copenhagen) has
used Your Police Officer as a structured working practice
since June 2009. The project was run as a pilot in a limited
area from 2009 - 2011. After winning the prize money it
generated distinctly positive feedback and, following an
internal evaluation, a principle decision was subsequently
made to introduce the method as part of a major
organisational change throughout Copenhagen, starting in
September 2011.
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SECOND AND THIRD PLACE

SWEDEN: N EIGHBOURHOOD WATCH IN M ULTI-FAMILY D WELLINGS
Neighbourhood Watch is a method that focuses on
preventing crime and increasing perceptions of safety and
security by getting residents to assume that they
are responsible for their own immediate
environment. It is used in areas of detached
housing in Sweden. In neighbourhoods
comprising multi-family dwellings in socially
disadvantaged areas, which experience high
levels of residential mobility, the police have
found it very difficult to start long-term and
well-functioning neighbourhood watch projects.
The project
Neighbourhood Watch in
Multi-Family Dwellings has involved the local
police in Halland working together with
insurance companies and property owners to
successfully reduce crime in two socially
disadvantaged
neighbourhoods
with
multi-family
dwellings. Crime levels prior to the initiation of the project
were high.

An evaluation conducted by Halmstad University showed a
significant reduction in crime between the period before
and after the
introduction of
the
Neighbourhood
Watch project.
The
crime
reductions were
primarily related
to theft offences,
such
as
burglaries
of
apartments, of
cellar and attic
storage spaces,
but incidents of
vandalism have also declined. The project started in 2006
and is now a permanent activity.

ESTONIA: W EB-CONSTABLE
In the second half of 2010, the launch of the Safer
Internet project brought up the idea to take the police on
the internet, in order to support the Safer Internet project
and to improve police prevention work.

As a result of the project, Estonian police has hired officials
? so-called webconstables ? who have specific tasks that
have general and specific prevention effect. The project
started in 2011 and is still running but now as a sustainable

The main goal of the project was
to create so-called virtual police
stations in web portals which
are most-used and primarily
attractive to young people. The
police created accounts and
e-mail addresses to web
environments people actively
use. They also associate the
accounts with specific police
officials, to let the people know
who
they
are
virtually
communicating with. This allows
the police to be closer to the
population, do better prevention work and by being
present reduce crime. Especially crimes against youth and
by youth with the focus on crimes in the virtual
environment.

activity in the police. In the beginning the focus was on
children and cyber bullying, but now they mostly give
advice to adults. The prize money was used for IT
techniques.
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RELATIONSHIP VIOLENCE CENTER (RVC)

2013

SW EDEN

police and works in close collaboration with the police,
prosecutors and the social services. In the critical phase
Studies show that a very small proportion of domestic
following the incident being reported, the RVC serves as a
violence is reported to the police. The incidents that are
link between the agencies involved and provides contacts
reported far too rarely result in prosecution and
to protective accommodation, the subsequent police
conviction. A large proportion of those who do
investigation,
possible
report domestic violence to the police either do
healthcare needs etc. The
not want to, they are afraid or they do not have "The RVC is comprised of two
support provided by the RVC
the strength to participate in the police trained social workers who,
is intended to motivate the
investigation. This makes the work of the police within 48 hours of a police
victim to participate in the
and the prosecutor more difficult. It leads to a
report on domestic violence, police investigation and
large proportion of such police investigations
ensure that the victim
being discontinued without prosecutions due to contact the victim."
receives the information
a lack of evidence. In the Västerort police
she/he needs about the legal process.
district in Stockholm between 2002 and 2006 the number
of filed reports increased from approximately 75 per year
to over 150. One problem was that very few of the
PROJECT UPDATE
investigations led to prosecution and conviction.
The RVC was implemented as a project between 2007 and
ANSWER TO THE PROBLEM?
2011 and was made permanent in 2011.
It was the police, the prosecution authority and the social
By means of activities, such as the RVC, the police can
services who together identified the problem. In order to
provide a better service to women and men in relation to
provide support to the victims, improve the effectiveness
incidents of domestic violence. The increased focus of the
of the collaboration between police, social services staff
police on prioritising domestic violence sends a signal to
and prosecutors who work on these cases, and in order to
the public that the police are looking to increase the
encourage a higher rate of reporting to the police, the
number of incidents of domestic violence that are reported
Relationship Violence Centre (RVC) was initiated.
and that they are taking the problem of intra-family
violence seriously. The prize money has helped in the
The RVC is comprised of two trained social workers who,
process of permanent projecting, among other things, it
within 48 hours of a police report on domestic violence,
has been used for various study visits.
contact the victim and provide support in the form of five
counselling sessions. The RVC shares the premises of the
PROBLEM?
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SECOND AND THIRD PLACE

REPUBLIC OF CROATIA: LIVING LIFE WITHOUT VIOLENCE

The project focuses on the prevention of all forms of
violence (but predominantly domestic violence) and is
targeted at children and young people
between the ages of 13 and 14.
This project, which is aimed at creating
a culture of nonviolence and tolerance,
is comprised of three components: 1.
Interactive workshops; 2. Conceptual
art programmes; and 3. Interactive
youth debates.
Those components should provide
young people to acquire knowledge on
the causes and consequences of
violence as well as on the necessary
steps which need to be taken when
violence occurs. Youngsters are
encouraged to choose the proper
reactions on negative incidents and to
create
their
connection
with
individuals, friends and the whole

environment, through a personal nonviolent engagement.
It is at the stage of youth development,
when their identity is becoming fully
formed, that a positive attitude in
society and a constructive approach to
solving violence issues are instilled.
The police is involved in every aspect of
the
project
implementation,
in
collaboration with an international
organisation, civil society organisations,
artists and the local community. The
project started in 2010 and is still
running.
(update 2015)

BELGIUM : CO3
Violence in the family is a social issue which staff
members of different organisations are often confronted
with. A case study carried out among different services of
the City of Antwerp showed that on average, six
organisations are in contact with the family concerned. In
order to come to the most efficient
approach possible, a better
harmonisation
between
the
services concerned was necessary.
In order to do so, there is a
permanent collaboration in the
City of Antwerp between (1) the
police and judicial authorities; (2)
the aid and social care services;
and (3) the local administrations.
These partners are brought
together
as part
of
one
client-oriented organisation: CO3. By cooperation on the
basis of a chain model, the different working methods are
being tuned to one another in a common action plan in
which the family (the client) is at the centre. In every family,
one staff member, ?the case manager?, attends to the
cooperation between the different organisations.

The project started in 2012 and is further developed to a
strong approach. The methodology has proven its effects
and therefore also got policy and political attention. The
project is the base for new legislation in Belgium to share
information in a multidisciplinary setting. The Flemish
minister of Welfare decided to
enroll the methodology in
Flanders.
Also
in
the
French-speaking
part
of
Belgium and on the federal
level the project is recognized
as a good practice, and
preferable to be implemented
in
other
regions.
The
CO3-project was also the
starting point for further
developments
in
client-centered interdisciplinary approach of family
violence. At this time, the CO3-project is implemented in
the Family Justice Center Antwerp, as result of the
possibility of a European project. They have used the
money to train their team in moral decision making.
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H OPEN OW - EMPOWERING TRAFFICKED PEOPLE

2014

DENM ARK

PROBLEM?
HopeNow was created in response to the clear need to
develop methods to identify the victims of trafficking, to
develop
methods to
avoid
re-trafficking and
re-victimization and to offer assistance to trafficked
people which is really based on empowerment and with a
true human rights based approach.

ANSWER TO THE PROBLEM?
HopeNow provides support at several levels to trafficked
people in Denmark and functions as a consultant to the
Danish Center against Human Trafficking. They work daily
and at a direct level with trafficked men and women,
identify trafficked people through outreach work (in
prisons, the asylum system, on the street etc.), teach and
raise awareness of trafficking through lectures and events
in all of Denmark. They provide free legal aid, free
therapeutic work, provide teaching and social activities for
trafficked men and women, lobby and advocacy work to
ensure and strengthen the rights and protection of
trafficked people?s rights, provides support for
rehabilitation/reintegration in country of origin or Europe;
medical support and referrals, bridge building between
trafficked people and Danish authorities (police,
Immigration etc.). Their work is based on volunteers who
work pro-actively and result-oriented in a broad range of
areas. They work with both men and women exploited in
forced labour, prostitution, crime, begging, drug, muling
and dealing.

HopeNow also has what they call mini projects in different
countries of origin, meaning that they support trafficked
people who have been returned home by the Danish state
to build a small business or get an education, to empower
the individual and prevent re-trafficking. HopeNow is also
involved in initiatives to prevent child trafficking in
countries of origin in Africa on an individual and small
group basis.

PROJECT UPDATE
Since winning the ECPA in 2014 they have continued to
expand the project, which has been ongoing and grown
since they were founded in 2007. In 2015 and 2016 they
made a partnership with HAART, a NGO in Kenya, who
makes awareness and sensitization campaigns reaching out
to vulnerable communities in order to prevent human
trafficking. In 2015 they co-produced a film, which
illustrated the metamorphosis from victim to trafficker,
called TRAFFICKER produced by DanishDoc. In 2016 they
were asked by the Ministry of Gender to implement a three
year pilot project that sets out to explore and develop new
methods to identify and help victims of human trafficking,
within the web-based prostitution forms escort and
private/discrete. The purpose of the project is to gather
new knowledge within this field, develop new methods for
social/relational work and strengthen the cooperation
between key actors within the field. They were invited by
the OSCE in 2017 to take part in a simulated training in
Italy
to
ensure
a
multi-agency
approach
to human trafficking.
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SECOND AND THIRD PLACE

FRANCE: AC.SÉ N ATIONAL N ETWORK FOR THE ASSISTANCE & PROTECTION
OF H UMAN TRAFFICKING VICTIMS

The Ac.Sé National Network for the Assistance &
Protection of Trafficking Victims, founded in 2001 by the
Association ALC which handles its administration, is a
network of 70 shelters & NGOs throughout France. It is
funded by the Ministry for Women?s Rights, the Ministry of
Justice and the Municipality of Paris. Ac.Sé aims at
protecting and assisting human trafficking victims at risk at
their current address by providing them safe
accommodation, support and the opportunity to relocate
elsewhere in France. It also manages a resource centre for
professionals, providing information and advice on the
issues related to human trafficking. The Head Office
organises workshops on common issues facing Ac.Sé
partners and also multidisciplinary workshops for social
workers, law enforcement officers and members of the
Justice Department. The Ac.Sé Network promotes public
awareness of Human Trafficking (Exit-MTV Foundation et
Not My Life WorldWide distribution) and participates in
EU initiatives. The project started in 2001 and is still
running.
(update 2015)

ROMANIA: THE NO-PROJECT POWERED BY BANCPOST
The NO Project powered by Bancpost is a Romanian
awareness raising project on human trafficking targeting at
the general public and, in particular, young people. The
project aims at determining teenagers to understand the
risks and identify the circumstances in which they may
become victims of human trafficking. Under the call ?Use
your talent against human trafficking?, the project focuses
especially on the involvement of young people through
education, art, music, sports, dance, film, mass media and
social media. This project values the power and skills of
young people to influence attitudes and to change
behaviours in their peers. The NO Project powered by
Bancpost is the first public-private-NGOs partnership in
Romania in the anti-trafficking field and is concluded
between ANITP ? National Agency against Trafficking in
Persons, Bancpost, a Top 10 bank in Romania and ADPARE
and eLiberare, specialised NGOs. The project was
structured over 1 year and 3 months and was finalized
according to the implementation schedule on 30.03.2014.
The prize money became part of general budget which is
used to fund specific activities including prevention
campaigns.
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SME CYBERSECURE, CYBERSECURITY BUSINESS EDITION

2015

THE NETHERLANDS

PROBLEM?
Cybercrime is ? as in many other Member States ? a major
problem in the Netherlands. However, the main thought in
the Netherlands is that cybercrime does not exist on a
large scale in the small country.

realise that their websites and databases are potential
targets.

To make SME?s more aware of their own cybersecurity, the
project organised an awareness campaign based on a
roadshow through the country. During this roadshow
SME?s are given the possibility to improve their
On the contrary, with the port Schiphol and harbour
cybersecurity by offering 300 free ?social? hacks, giving
Rotterdam, the presence of a
them a clear insight into their vulnerabilities
lot of headquarter offices and
and measurements they can take to improve
the huge penetration of "To make SME?s more aware
their cybersecurity.
internet users makes the of their own cybersecurity,
Netherlands number 3 on the
the project organised an The partnership with KPN (Telco) offers
SME?s a professional service with a discount ,
list of being popular for
DDoS-attacks, behind China awareness campaign based on which means SME?s can immediately take
and the USA. In addition, the a roadshow through the action to improve their cybersecurity.
Moreover, the partnership with the
impact of cybercrime on country. "
Association of Insurers offers SME?s a clear
businesses is enormous.
insight into insurances for cybercrime.
The problem that the project aims to tackle is that many
Small and Medium-Sized companies (SME?s) are not fully
aware of the dangers of cybercrime and how it can affect
PROJECT UPDATE
their businesses. In addition, a second problem is that
The project SME Cybersecure, Cybersecurity Business
many SME?s do not have the capacity to take effective
edition started in August 2015 and ran until December
measure against cybercrime.
2015. In 2016 the project managers created a sequel with
the project Veilig Zakelijk Internetten.
ANSWER TO THE PROBLEM?
Subsidised by the Dutch Ministry of Security and Justice,
MKB-Nederland (together with other partners) developed
a project to make entrepreneurs more aware of the impact
of cybercrime on their businesses. A lot of SME?s do not
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SECOND AND THIRD PLACE

GERMANY: M EDIENHELDEN/M EDIA H EROES
?Medienhelden? is a universal, manualized, theoretically
based preventive intervention program for schools
(7th-9th graders), including teachers and parents.
Objectives are: Prevention of cyberbullying/-victimization
and promotion of online self-protection skills and social
skills. The program relies mainly on social learning and
cognitive-behavioural methods and works with activating
methods (peer-to-peer and peer-to-parent-tutoring). The
program is intended for implementation in classrooms and
covers ten weeks with sessions of 90 minutes each as part
of a curriculum. A shortened one-day-version (4 sessions of
90 minutes) was also developed. The program manual
provides school teachers with all materials needed to carry
out the program. A longitudinal, randomized control study
proved the positive effects of the program (e.g. reduction in
cyberbullying,
improved
skills/empathy).
A
train-the-trainer approach is available for the purpose of
implementation, offered by licenced external enterprises
and partners. The Project started in 2010 and is now
finished. Another research project started and the
implementation of the program in Germany, other
European countries (e.g. Austria) and South-America is
ongoing.
(update 2015)

LUXEMBOURG: BIBI AND FRIENDS
With ?Bibi?, the little bee, and his friends, children from
the age range from 3 to 6 years learn how to safely take
their first steps on the internet. They can listen to the
stories online or have them read by their parents offline.
Easily accessible for both parents and kids, these stories
are full of hints and ideas on how to successfully protect
yourself or your children from potential online threats.
Out of the first three stories, two deal with online crime
prevention: false identity and online fraud. The website is
complemented by printed booklets, and also by
complementary handcraft activities. The Project started
in October 2013 and is stil running.
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SENIOR ACADEMY

2016

CZECH REPUBLIC

PROBLEM?
The project was initialised by Municipal Police in Brno
(the capital of South Moravian Region) as a reaction on the
latest social demographic indicators in Brno in 2005.
According to available data, the ageing index had increased
from 111.6 to 136.5 in just ten years and an average life
expectancy had increased for women to 83.3 and men to
80.2 years. Thus, the Senior Academy project was created
with a vision to make Brno a senior-friendly city, which will
allow older people to have a full, active, secure and healthy
lifestyle. Senior Academy started offering a very effective
way of providing a continuous flexible education and public
information sharing.

senior citizens to become socially active. It motivates them
to participate in public events, to be actively involved in
various NGOs or other public institutions which can be
found in their local environment. Last but not least, the
project enables senior citizens to meet new people of their
age group, form new relationships with their peers and
therefore to improve quality of their life.

PROJECT UPDATE
The Project started in September 2006 and is still
running. It has become a very successful tool for an active
inclusion of senior citizens through life-long courses in
crime prevention and safety.

ANSWER TO THE PROBLEM?
The aim of the project is to ensure the safety of elderly
people and prepare them to be able to provide advice and
information to others who share their immediate
surroundings. The study programs are conceived as
methodology for safe conduct in society. The course
lectors are police officers, teachers, social workers,
psychologists, and other experts on particular topics. The
project educates senior citizens how to maintain a good
quality life in today?s society by being aware of all different
types of risk factors (security, safety, order, health,
financial, social etc.). It is designed not only to teach senior
citizens to be aware of all those risk factors, it also helps
them to be able to prevent or to minimise those risks or to
cope with their consequences. The project also helps

"The project educates senior
citizens how to maintain a
good quality life in today?s
society by being aware of all
different types of risk factors ."
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SECOND AND THIRD PLACE

GERMANY: H ELLO GRANNY, I NEED MONEY
Elderly people are attractive to fraudsters. One
method that has become popular among criminals is the
?Grandchild trick fraud?, in which fraudsters pose as
relatives of the victim, pretending to be in a desperate
situation and in urgent need of money. The project
?Hello Granny, I need money? offers an innovative
concept for crime prevention concerning trick fraud. It
is an interactive stage play which offers an overview
about prevalent techniques and shows up measures to
protect oneself from becoming a potential victim. It also reduces the subjective fear
towards tricksters and encourages to be more self-confident. The audience is
actively engaged in the performance. Randomly selected audience members take
part in the performance as active participants while the actors improvise and react
to the input by the audience spontaneously. The background of realistic cases helps
to convey the urgency and the entertaining factor ensures a long-lasting
impression. The Project started in March 2012 and is doing well. The participation
in BPC-ECPA helped to proceed as the prize money was used for more than twenty
further performances and they also obtained additional funding from their sponsor
the BW-Bank.

CROATIA: A DAY LIKE A DREAM
By the implementation of a variety of interrelated interactive
activities the elderly and people with disabilities are being
educated and informed in order to raise their level of
self-protection and thus reduce the possibility becoming victims
of crimes. The elderly and persons with disabilities are placed in
the role of trainers who educate police officers in an innovative
way by putting them in the position of the elderly so that the
police officers might directly experience the problems they are
faced with in their daily life. Interactive workshops in which
grandfathers, grandmothers and grandchildren help to overcome
intergenerational gap and find the best answers to the question
of how young people might help the elderly, and how seniors can
share their knowledge and life experience with young people.
Through the performance of a dedicated show based on real
cases from the practice, by playing the role of their peers in
homes for the elderly, vividly indicate risky situations and show
them how one should behave in these situations. Educational and
informational materials, dedicated especially for the elderly and
people with disabilities, have been distributed to innovative
models in order to reach all the elderly and people with
disabilities. By the permanent and strong partnership relations
established by the police, civil society organizations and relevant institutions dealing with this issue, the
preconditions for a long-term cooperation in a systematic and multi-sectoral approach to this issue are
achieved. The Project ran from October 2013 to October 2015.
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THE CYBER DEFENCE FIELD OF STUDY
AT PÕLTSAMAA COEDUCATIONAL GYMNASIUM

2017

ESTONIA

ANSWER TO THE PROBLEM?

PROBLEM?
The growing importance of technology also comes with the
high dependency of the society, the economy and the state
on these solutions. It is expected that the e-solutions work
safely and smoothly. However these increases in digital
services have also led to an increased risk ? there are
countless more attack vectors and the attacks themselves
have become a lot more complex.
From the student?s perspective, the internet has also
become very accessible, but the aforementioned threats
have made them targets as well. Põltsamaa Coeducational
Gymnasium have set up the cyber defence programme,
because they want students to keep control of these
processes and protect themselves while using ICT
responsibly and effectively. Their mission is also derived
from the constant worries at state level (and globally)
about the lack of good IT and cyber security specialists.

In 2015, Põltsamaa Coeducational Gymnasium, a general
education school in Põltsamaa, Estonia, became the first
known school in Europe to implement a cyber defence field
of studies in the upper secondary school curriculum. The
school sees this as a vital innovation in the field of
cybersecurity, which has been increasing in importance at
an unstoppable rate in the past decades. Estonia and
Europe will need both an informed digital society and more
and more cybersecurity experts in the future. The aim of
the project is to provide students with a more in-depth
education in cyber hygiene, ethics, relevant hardware and
software, national defence and personal protection. In the
Estonian cyber security expert career path, the programme
is a new stepping stone - one that comes early rather than
late. The first stages of the project have shown that the
students are ready to take up this challenge.

"The aim of the project is to provide
students with a more in depth
education in cyber hygiene, ethics,
relevant hardware and software,
national defence and personal
protection."
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SECOND AND THIRD PLACE

Crowdsourcing among consumers and co-creation
with various societal actors has turned out to be a
viable and relevant approach when it comes to
raising awareness and stimulating online behavioral
change among the Danes. In April 2017 the Danish
Consumer Council, the foundation TrygFonden and
The Danish Crime Prevention Council launched the
free app ?My digital self-defense?, that has been
downloaded by more than 50,000 Danes to their
smartphones. The app pushes current alerts to the
consumers, provided by a wide array of societal
actors from public organizations, private companies
and NGO´s, when waves of cyber-attacks hit Danish
mail-accounts. The app provides guides and advice
on digital self-protection. And also provides the
consumers with a channel to tipping the project on
current threats, which the app users have done 1700
times since the launch of the app.

D ENMARK: THE DANES' D IGITAL SELF-D EFENCE

BELGIUM : CYBERSIMPLE

Governments, NGOs and companies work
towards making the internet a safer place.
Google and Test Achats recognise that everybody
in society should play their part in helping
citizens to enjoy the benefits of the internet safe
and secure.
Therefore they have joined forces to develop
Cybersimple, an initiative to raise awareness and
to educate Belgian citizens about online security.
On the cybersimple.be website citizens can get
consumer-friendly information about the most
common online threats and short practical tips
how that they can easily implement to protect
themselves and their families.
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CONCLUSI ON

from

EUCPN
The ECPA has already traversed a
long road and evolved from an
international prevention match
between
Belgium
and
the
Netherlands,
passing
by
an
European prevention festival, to an
instrument that causes European
synergy in crime prevention policy
that
transcends the bilateral
contacts between the Member
States. In fact, the ECPA was and still
is the first trigger in the realization
of the current European Crime
Prevention Network, in which it was
integrated in 2004. That exercise
stays a work in progress. One that
never finishes in view of the
challenges that the EU faces on
various aspects, which all have their
repercussions directly or indirectly
on the local, national and European
security and prevention policy.

The wish of the EUCPN to activate
all Member States in the ECPA is not
for the formality or statistics. Via the
ECPA, the Network wants to
stimulate and inspire all actors both
policy
makers,
project
managers and prevention workers within the different Member States
for their strong commitment on
crime prevention, as a crucial link in
the security chain. That the ECPA
and the Best Practice Conference
are clearly the perfect tools for this
purpose is proven by this brochure.
The value of the ECPA for the
participating and especially the
winning
projects
cannot
be
overestimated. In this, the diversity
on arguments which are pointed out
for this end is remarkable.
Therefore, winning the ECPA has
given, and still gives, the projects a
lot of recognition, appreciation and
It is the ultimate wish of the EUCPN
good image, which brought it in itself
to make the ECPA an event in which
already at a higher level. After all, it
all 28 European Member States
means a great motivation for the
participate every year, on the one
project
managers
and
the
hand by presenting their best
prevention workers. Moreover it is
initiative/practice and on the other
seen as a reward for the different
hand by actively participating to the
partners and as a sign of their
Best Practice Conference that
cooperation, perseverance and
frames the ECPA. Every year a step
commitment. It has especially an
is taken towards the activation of all
impact on the capacity to the further
Member States for the ECPA.
development of partnerships which
However, the road is still long.
supports the projects in reaching
Meanwhile, already 27 of the 28
other phenomena and focus groups.
Member States have participated at
It opens doors in the exchange of
least once to the ECPA.
knowledge,
expertise
and

experience with relevant foreign
partners that also work on the same
phenomenon. The ECPA diminished
even the sceptics in the own
community concerning the project.
And most important, the different
projects really show an impact on
not only the crime rates but also in
the search for new and better
approaches on crime prevention.
The ECPA should be the moment
where all policymakers, project
managers and prevention workers
are brought together as equals in
order to exchange experiences, good
ideas, practices and knowledge in
the field of crime prevention. As
equals, because it is crucial that all
actors on the policy and operational
level listen to and learn from each
other in order to communicate in an
open and constructive way. The
prevention worker is an important
link in the chain of security which is
often invisible but crucial in the
strive for a safer community.
After 20 years of proudly presenting
the ECPA in 2017, we look forward
to continue the success in the
future.

EUCPN
DECEMBER 2017
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PA RTICIPA NTS

THEM E

W INNER

1997

BE,NL,UK

1998

BE, NL, SE,UK

SE: ?Prevention of mobbing at school?

1999

BE, NL, SE,UK

BE: ?Locks plan and lock and lighting plan?

2000

BE, DK, FR, NL,SE,UK

NL: ?Moroccan Neighbourhood fathers?

2001

BE, DK,FR, NL, SE, UK

BE: ?Graffiti project?

2002

BE, DK, FI, FR, EL, NL,PL,SE,UK

DK: ?Integration in the borough of inner Norrebro?

2003

BE, DK, EE, FI, FR, HU, IT, NL, PL,SE,UK, PT

PT: ?Quinta da Princesa?s Neighbourhood tutors?

2004

BE, CY, CZ, DK, FI, FR, SK, ES, NL,SE,UK

Domestic Violence, juvenile offenders and
public-private cooperation

UK: ?The Safer Neighbourhood Programme?

2005

BE, CZ, DK,FI,DE, HU, NL, PT, SE andUK

Violent crime on the streets

NL:?Tackling safety and quality of life inUtrecht?

2006

CZ, DK, EE, FI,FR, DU, HU, LT, NL, PL, PT, SE , UK

Prevention of Alcohol and Drug Related
Violence, Crime and Disorder

DK: ?The Ringsted Experiment?

2007

BE, CY, CZ, DK, FI, DU, HU, LT, NL, PL, PT, RO, SK, SE, UK

Prevention of Domestic Violence

SE: ?The Integrated Domestic Violence Programma in Malmö?

2008

AT, BE, CZ, DK, FI, FR, DU, HU, PL, SK,SE,UK

Preventing crime in urban areas

UK: ?Moppin up Dodge?

2009

BE, CY, CZ, DK, EE, FI, FR, DU, HU, IT,LV, LT, PL, PT, SK,SE,UK

Preventing crime and victimization among
children and young people

FI: ?KiVa Koulu - anti-bullying program?

2010

BE, BG, CZ, DE, EE, FI, FR, DK, HU, LT, NL, PL, PT, RO, SK, SE, UK

A secure home in a safe community through
prevention, community policing and restoration

PO: "Safe Senior "

2011

BE, BG, CZ, DE, DK, EE, FI, FR, HU, LT, NL, PL, PT, RO, SE, SK, UK

Sport, science and art in the prevention of crime
among children and youth

DE: "Fairplayer.manual / fairplayer.sport"

2012

AT, BE, BG, CY, CZ, DE, DK, EE, ES, FI, FR, HU, IT, LT, LU, PL, PT,
RO, SE, SI, SK, UK

DK: "Your police officer "

2013

BE, BG, CZ, DE, DK, EE, ES, FI, FR, HR, HU, IE, PL, PT, SE, SI, SK,
UK

Community Policing as a Tool for Crime
Prevention, related to Burglaries, Domestic
Violence and Juvenile Delinquency
Prevention in domestic violence

2014

BE, BG, HR, CZ, DK, EE, FI, FR, DE, HU, IE, LV, LT, NL, PL, PT, RO,
SK, ES, SE

Prevention in Trafficking in Human Beings

DK: "HopeNow - Empowering trafficked people"

BE, CZ, DE, DK, EE, ES, FI, FR, HR, HU, IT, LT, LU, LV, NL, PL, PT,
RO, SE, SK

Cybercrime

NL: "SME Cybersecure, Cybersecurity Business edition"

2016

AT, BG, CY, CZ, DE, DK, EE, ES, FI, FR, HR, HU, LU, NL, PL, PT, RO,
SE, SK

Organized crime' with a special focus on 'Prevention
of crimes committed on elderly people

CZ: "Senior Academy"

2017

AT, BE, BG, CZ, DE, DK, EE, EL, FI, HR, HU, IE, LT, NL, PL, PT, RO,
SE

Cyber Safety

EE: " The cyber defence field of study at Põltsamaa
Coeducational Gymnasium"

2015

UK: ?Domestic Violence Linkline?

SE: "Relationship violence center (RVC)"
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In the framework of the project
'Towards a European Centre of Expertise on Crime Prevention?
EUCPN Secretariat

EUCPN
Waterloolaan / Bd. de Waterloo 76
1000 Brussels?Belgium
eucpn@ibz.eu
www.eucpn.org
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